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END OF FIRST QUARTER

DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION NEWSLETTER - 2nd Grade

Going Beyond Grade-Level Expectations

Oakridge Families - Thank you for your support this quarter!

During the first quarter of school, your students worked hard to master
grade-level expectations. At Oakridge, we want to ensure that all students are
learning and growing. Now that the first quarter of school is coming to a close,
weʼd like to share some of the opportunities students had to go beyond
grade-level expectations. When students demonstrate readiness, by mastering
grade-level standards quickly, we use curriculum resources and strategies to
push their thinking beyond what is outlined in our standards. In the table below
weʼve described some of the resources weʼve used to promote critical and
creative thinking, provide rigorous content, and extend our curricular goals. We
value your collaboration and have included some suggestions around how you
might support this work at home.
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Wordless Picture Books: Creative Writing - Students
read the wordless picture book Journey in class. As we
read, we asked them to imagine dialogue (based on the
pictures). Then, students worked independently to write
the words for the book Journey.

Home Connection - Explore the next two books in the
trilogy: Quest and Return. As you read them with your
child, imagine dialogue together by asking questions.
What might the characters be saying to each other? What
might they be thinking or feeling? Both books are in the
Oakridge library.

Tiered Math Learning Activities - We used curricular
resources to develop tiered learning activities that add
complexity to math tasks. Some examples include:

● 4-In-A-Row
● 20 Targets

Students had the opportunities to move to more complex
(multi-step) problems as they developed mastery of
grade-level standards.

Home Connection - Check out the website YouCubed for
some amazing math challenges you can try at home with
your child. The YouCubed website is run by the Stanford
Graduate School of Education. The goal is to inspire ALL
students with open, creative, mathematical mindsets.

Poetry: Scranimals - We read several selections from
Jack Prelutsky’s book of poetry. Then, students planned
their own Scranimals based on the book (using a graphic
organizer). Finally, our second grade writers created a
poem or a story inspired by the Scranimals they
imagined.

Home Connection - Read the rest of Scranimals
together. Encourage your child to create their own
Scranimal and tell you about it (or draw it, or write a
poem about it). The book Scranimals is in the Oakridge
library.
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https://www.amazon.com/Quest-Aaron-Beckers-Wordless-Trilogy/dp/0763665959/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3H4K5BVV8UCU4&keywords=quest+becker&qid=1667915233&s=books&sprefix=quest+becker%2Cstripbooks%2C65&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Return-Aaron-Beckers-Wordless-Trilogy/dp/0763677302
https://www.youcubed.org/resource/youcubed-at-home/
https://www.amazon.com/Scranimals-Jack-Prelutsky/dp/0688178197/ref=sr_1_1?crid=CIGPF81LP9NY&keywords=scranimals&qid=1667915418&s=books&sprefix=scranimals%2Cstripbooks%2C58&sr=1-1


A Look Ahead to the 2nd Quarter - Next quarter we
plan to continue some of the extension work we started
and we hope to add some additional opportunities for
students who demonstrate readiness:

● During math, when students demonstrate
readiness, we’ll continue to extend the
grade-level curriculum. Second graders will
spend much of quarter 2 focused on number
sense and computation (with larger numbers).

● In language arts, we’ll use additional curricular
resources designed for advanced learners to
extend our upcoming nonfiction reading units.
The Jacob’s Ladder Reading Comprehension
Program contains a nonfiction component that
uses skill ladders to support students as they
move from lower order, concrete thinking skills to
higher order, critical thinking skills. We’ll also
focus on Critical and Creative Thinking (CCT)
Strategies that connect with grade-level
concepts.
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